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By Lawhead, Stephen

Thomas Nelson. Book Condition: New. 1595548041 BRAND NEW!! MULTIPLE COPIES AVAILABLE. NEW
CONDITION!! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!! BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! WE SHIP
DAILY!!EXPEDITED SHIPPING AVAILABLE. It is the ultimate quest for the ultimate treasure. Chasing a
map tattooed on human skin. Across an omniverse of intereing realities. To unravel the future of
the future. Kit Livingston's great-grandfather appears to him in a deserted alley during a
tumultuous storm. He reveals an unbelievable story: that the ley lines throughout Britain are not
merely the stuff of legend or the weekend hobby of deluded cranks, but pathways to other worlds.
To those who know how to use them, they grant the ability to travel the multi-layered universe of
which we ordinarily inhabit only a tiny part. One explorer knew more than most. Braving every
danger, he toured both time and space on voyages of heroic discovery. Ever on his guard, and
fearful of becoming lost in the cosmos, he developed an intricate code--a roadmap of symbols--
that he tattooed onto his own body. This Skin Map has since been lost in time. Now the race is on to
recover all the pieces and discover its secrets. But the Skin Map itself is not...
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ReviewsReviews

It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hilll DDS-- Ivy Hilll DDS

Extensive information for ebook fans. it was writtern very flawlessly and useful. You are going to like just how the author publish this pdf.
-- Ja r r od Pr osa cco-- Ja r r od Pr osa cco
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